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The theory of dynamical systems operating under the influence of random factors is one of the fields of
modern mathematics that is under intensive study. The theory of stochastic processes is the basic mathe-
matical tool to study these systems, and a good representative of them is the theory of random evolutions or
random motion. Random evolution in a random environment means that the system depends on the state of
the environment, and it occurs in many real systems in nature. Similarly, if the evolution of the system does
not affect the random environment, but the environment is described by a random process, say a Markov re-
newal processes, then such systems are called stochastic. Some stochastic system change their states abruptly,
that is, in every state the system is spending a random holding time and then immediately is transferred to
another state. A better modelling strategy for such systems is the notion of semi-Markov (Markov) evolution,
which is given by two processes: the switching Markov renewal process describing the random environment,
and the switched process that describes the evolution of the system (see [20, 21, 22, 23]).

1 Overview of the Field
In the study of the asymptotic distribution of probability of reaching a ”hard-to-reach domain” by semi-
Markov processes, the theory of perturbation for linear operators is systematically used, as well as potential
operators and generators theory. These theories were used for the asymptotic analysis (large deviations) of
semi-Markov processes. A phase merging scheme or state lumping procedure for Markov chains and for the
investigation of the probability distribution of reaching ”hard-to-reach domain” in semi-Markov processes
have been studied.. This state lumping scheme was developed and introduced in seminal book by Korolyuk
V. and Turbin A. in 1993 (see [19]), and it is also called asymptotic average scheme [6]. Transport stochastic
processes with reflecting boundaries is a good model for multiphase supplying system with feedback which
are also studied in this book. For instance, the estimation of effectiveness of a supplying system with feed-
back is reduced to the calculations of the stationary distribution of a switched process that models the system.
The superposition of processes is also used to model aggregates in combination with reservoirs.
S. Goldstein in 1951 (see [14]) and M. Kac in 1974 (see [17]) studied the movement of a particle on a line
with a speed that changes its sign driven by the Poisson process. Subsequently, this process was called the
telegraph process or the Goldstein- Kac process. Further developments of this theory have been presented in
the works of R. Griego and R. Hersh in 1969 (see [15]), who gave a definition of stochastic evolutions in a
general setting. R. Hersh wrote a nice survey paper in 1974 (see [16]) on the results and problems in random
evolutions and their applications. Several models of random evolutions in Markov and semi-Markov media,
which generalize the Goldstein-Kac telegraph process, are considered and distributions of such evolutions.
Papers [25, 26, 27, 28] investigated fading evolutions, where the velocity of a particle tends to zero as the
number of switches growths at infinite.
The papers [25, 26, 27, 28] also studied a generalization of the telegraph process to the case of Erlang inter-
arrivals between successive switches of particle velocities. For such processes a differential equation for the
pdf of the particles position on the line was obtained. In addition, a method for solving such equations by
using monogenic functions was developed. A recursive expression for the conditional characteristic functions
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of random walk with Erlang switching considering a non-Markov switching process was also obtained. Pa-
pers [4, 25] generalized the result obtained by A. D. Kolesnik [18] (an integral equation for the characteristic
function of multidimensional walk in the case of Poisson switching process) for the semi-Markov case, and
investigated the case of Erlang distributed stay of the switching process in the states. The paper [28] extended
these results to multidimensional random motion at random velocities.

2 Recent Developments and Open Problems
In the recent two-volume book [9, 10] both discrete systems for which the model are Markov and semi-
Markov processes, and continuous systems which are simulated by random evolutions have been studied.
More precisely, this two-volume book [9, 10] is devoted to the description of different homogeneous and in-
homogeneous one- and multi-dimensional random motions in Markov and semi-Markov random environment
and their applications, including financial ones. The latter application contains, e.g., modelling of financial
markets with Markov and semi-Markov volatilities and pricing of covariance and correlation swaps. This
book incorporated the approach based on martingales and also considers applications such as telegraph pro-
cess in finance to model stock price and an analogue of Black-Scholes formula, a generalization of Black-76
formula in commodity markets by regarding Markov or semi-Markov modulated volatility in the forward
pricing of energy products. We apply there the method of inhomogeneous random evolutions introduced
in [24]. The set of particles with interaction, where each particle moves on a line according to a telegraph
process (with Markov and semi-Markov switching) up to collision with another particle, are also studied in
this book.
Recent paper [8] considered various transformations of classical telegraph process. We also gave three appli-
cations of transform telegraph process in finance: 1) application of classical telegraph process in the case of
balance, 2) application of classical telegraph process in the case of dis-balance, and 3) application of asym-
metric telegraph process in finance. For these three cases, we presented European call and put option prices.
The novelty of the paper consists of new results for transformed classical telegraph process, new models for
stock prices and new applications of these models to option pricing.
One of many important directions in the study and applications of telegraph process is collision of particles
under different motion conditions, see [1, 2, 3]. And one of the open problems here was of how to asymp-
totically estimate two telegraph particle collisions and to find an application of this result. We solved this
problem in [11], see Sec. 4.
Other problems associated with telegraph process are: telegraph random motion on an ellipse and telegraph
Cox-based process. That’s because they have important applications in random harmonic oscillators theory
and in finance, respectively. We started to consider and to solve these problems during our workshop [12, 13].
See Sec. 4.

3 Presentation Highlights
During our workshop we made several presentations devoted to reviewing many papers on the topic including
[29, 30, 31] and the following book [18].
We also discussed, reviewed and corrected our paper [11] that finally was sent to Mathematics journal and
published during our stay at BIRS!

4 Scientific Progress Made
During our workshop we reviewed, discussed and successfully published the following paper ”Asymptotic
Estimation of Two Telegraph Particle Collisions and Spread Options Valuations”, Mathematics, 2022, 10,
2201. See [11]. In this paper [11] we studied collisions of two telegraph particles on a line that are described
by telegraph processes between collisions. We obtained an asymptotic estimation of the number of collisions
under Kac’s condition for the cases where the direction-switching processes have the same parameters and
different parameters. We also considered the application of these results to evaluate Margrabe’s spread option
(see [7]) for two assets of spot prices modelled by two telegraph processes.
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Regarding the problem associated with the telegraph process on an ellipse [12], we made a significant
progress in solving this problem: we proposed the model, stated main results and highlighted main method-
ologies and approaches in proving those results. Application to random harmonic oscillator on an ellipse was
considered as well.
Regarding the problem associated with the telegraph Cox-based (see [5]) process [13], we also made a sig-
nificant progress in solving this problem by proposing the model, by creating main results with highlighted
approaches and methodologies, and by proposing an application in finance, in particular, how to price option
for a stock modelled via telegraph Cox-based process.

5 Outcome of the Meeting
The main outcomes of the workshop are two working papers we started to develop and write with prospective
to publish them:

1) [12] -”Telegraph process on an ellipse”: we introduced and described a new model for telegraph process
on an ellipse, highlighted main approaches and application of this process in random harmonic oscillator
theory. The novelty of the paper consists in a new model for telegraph process on an ellipse and in a new
application: before the telegraph process was considered only on a circle [29];

2) [13]-”Telegraph Cox-based process”: we introduced and described a new model for telegraph Cox-
based process, highlighted main approached and application of this process in finance. The novelty of the
paper consists of a new model for telegraph Cox-based process, namely, the governing process was replaced
by Cox process comparing with previous models with Poisson process. Also, we consider a new application
of this process in finance associated with frequency of treading described by Cox process.
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